We propose the use of spectrally colored rather than white (i.e. , incoherent) population pumping in lasing-without-inversion schemes. We show that colored pumping can lead to a significant enhancement in gain by presenting explicit results for the gain in a three-level ladder system. These results are ob- We consider the ladder scheme shown in Fig. 1(a) . The transition Il &~I2& is the lasing transition. We assume that a strong coherent pump drives the lower transition I2&~I3&. The middle, thick arrow on the upper transition represents the colored pump of frequency v. Each of the two upper levels exhibits radiative decay to the most closely adjacent lower-lying level, and as a consequence these levels display the radiative widths of y1 and y2, respectively. To obtain gain, we consider the interaction of the driven three-level system with a probe field of frequency co& applied on the upper transition. This ladder scheme is relevant, for example, to the energy levels of '3 Ba. The Hamiltonian for the system shown in Fig. 
Most models [1 -7] of lasing without inversion use incoherent pumping [8] to place population in the upper state of the transition in which lasing takes place. One possible way to pump incoherently is to use, as demonstrated in a recent experiment [9] , an electric discharge to populate the relevant state. Incoherent pumping can be achieved optically through the use of broad bandwidth (white) light. In many real experimental situations it is convenient to employ a laser to perform the population pumping function. Lasers typically have the property of being spectrally narrow compared to the spectral quantities of importance in an inversionless lasing system. We refer to population-pumping lasers having such a property as colored. The use of a colored population pump introduces another control parameter into the description of the inversionless lasing system, i.e. , the frequency at which the colored pump is effective. In this Rapid Communication, we examine the consequences of replacing the incoherent pumping mechanism with a colored pump. We show that one can realize a significant enhancement in gain. We also discuss the physical mechanism responsible for this gain increase.
We consider the ladder scheme shown in Fig. 1(a) . The transition Il &~I2& is the lasing transition. We assume that a strong coherent pump drives the lower transition I2&~I3&. The middle, thick arrow on the upper transition represents the colored pump of frequency v. Each of the two upper levels exhibits radiative decay to the most closely adjacent lower-lying level, and as a consequence these levels display the radiative widths of y1 and y2, respectively. To obtain gain, we consider the interaction of the driven three-level system with a probe field of frequency co& applied on the upper transition. This ladder scheme is relevant, for example, to the energy levels of '3 Ba. The Hamiltonian for the system shown in Fig. 1 
We transform to the appropriate frame so as to eliminate the fast optical frequencies. In this frame, H reduces
and
The density-matrix equations for this system can be obtained by using (5) 
gives the on-resonance absorption coefficient for the transition !1&~!2&if the atom is initially prepared in the !2& Fig.   2(d) . The use of a colored pump thus provides a threefold enhancement in gain. For an incoherent pump, we find a maximum gain of 0.005 for a A of 1.7 (result not shown).
Thus, the maximum gain that can be obtained with an incoherent pump is smaller by more than a factor of 2 than the maximum gain that can be obtained with a colored pump.
Furthermore, the colored pump achieves its higher maximum gain at a lower optimum excitation rate.
In parts (e) and (f) of Fig. 2 , we have calculated the gain produced by a larger bandwidth colored pump (I =2). As expected, the gain produced is comparable to that observed in the first three parts of Fig. 2 . The colored pump gain should drop to the incoherent pump value when the effective spectral linewidth of the colored pump becomes so large that differential pumping on the pump and probe transitions of Fig. 1(b) becomes impossible.
We conclude that the use of the colored pump leads to 0.01-0.00- 
